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   Jim Long  (Condolences) 

Very sad news. The condolences of the NMRA Family to Jim's family and many friends. A 

true loss for us all.  

Charlie Getz 

 

 
For those who didn't know Jim, he was the "Good Ol' Boy" who drove his pickup to NKPHTS 

conventions. He'd usually sit outside smoking his pipe and had a drawl that fooled you into 

thinking he was always a Texas boy. 

  

Not so, not even close: Jim grew up in Indiana. NKP engineer Don Daily remembered waving 

at a kid on a John Deere tractor as Don made his runs between Frankfort and Delphos on the 

Clover Leaf's Second Sub. They compared notes, and that boy was Jim. His Good Ol' Boy 

demeanor belied the fact that he got a math degree at IU and then applied to NASA for a job. 

His job was calculating the re-entry trajectory of the Mercury capsules! 

  

He lived down the street from Gus Grissom and went to school with Gus's wife-to-be. When 

Gus almost drowned because the hatch blew too soon after a water landing, Jim peered down 

at him and asked, "What'd you do that for??" Turned out a short circuit blew the hatch. 

  

One of the capsules landed way off course, hundreds of miles from the carrier. Jim was really 

upset, assuming that he had somehow made an error. But it turned out that North American 

had changed the center of gravity in the capsule and not told Jim. He was boiling. 

  

Jim is one of the greatest people I have ever had the pleasure and honor to meet. I hope his 

remaining days find him at peace and reflecting on a life well spent in service to his country. 

We are privileged to have him as a member of our Society. (Nickel Plate Historical Society) 

  

Tony Koester 

(submitted by Steve Sandifer) 

 
 

I can’t remember a San Jac Christmas Dinner Party without Jim’s homemade rolls. Even this 

past party when he wasn’t feeling well, he contacted me to tell me he would bring the rolls 

and wouldn’t take NO for an answer.  Sure enough, he did. 

Curly, as Gil used to call him, was one a dependable operator of the SC&W for Many years 

and one of our closest friends.  We will definitely miss his many stories of life in Indiana, and 

the Nickle Plate RR,  along with many others. 

His “Gnaw Bone & Western” layout was enjoyed by many and his GB&W cars will remain on 

the SC&W to reminds us of our great friendship. 

Gil & Virginia Freitag 
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 Jim Long  (Bio)  

James Lee (Jim) Long   
(This article was published by the Greentown Historical Society a few years ago to honor Jim and submitted by Steve Sandifer for this issue.) 

 
Jim was born at home on January 1, 1939 in Howard 

County about three miles south of Galveston 

(Indiana). His family moved to Greentown in 1946 

when he was in the third grade. His father died in the 

spring of 1948. He graduated from Eastern High 

School in 1956. He remembers two teachers in 

particular — Lloyd Sedgwick, “who made 

mathematics fun, so much fun I majored in math in 

college,” and George McCoy, “who prepared me for 

college work”. During his high school and college 

years he worked for two local dairy farmers, Harold 

Harper and Charles Lamb.  
 

He earned a Bachelor of Arts degree from Indiana 

University in 1960 in Mathematics. After graduating 

from IU, he went to work for the Space Task Group 

of a newly formed government agency called NASA 

(National Aeronautics and Space Administration). 

The Space Task Group was formed in 1959 by 

President Eisenhower to put a man in space. It was located at Langley Air Force Base in 

Hampton, Virginia. Jim was placed in the digital computer facility where he was involved with 

writing computer programs for the engineers who were working on the Mercury program. Jim 

reports that after one year in Virginia, the Air Force wanted their buildings back and the Group 

was transferred to Houston, Texas and was renamed the Manned Spacecraft Center, which was 

then renamed the Johnson Spacecraft Center after President Lyndon Johnson died. The 

computer wasn’t going to move to Texas until John Glenn was placed in orbit, but Jim was 

transferred to Research and Development working on the Apollo program. He was transferred 

to Texas six months before the mission support people were moved.  
 

Jim was actively involved with the first manned Gemini. He had written a computer program 

that made use of an offset center of gravity in a spacecraft which allowed the astronauts to 

actually fly the craft on re-entry by rotating the spacecraft. Mission Control Center did not 

have this capability so he was given his own computer and a direct radio link-up with the 

astronauts on the spacecraft during re-entry. He explains, “All that was necessary was to take 

the ground telemetry data of the spacecraft’s velocity, location, and attitude after the retro-

rockets were fired, enter this data into the computer program to come up with an angle and 

time to rotate the spacecraft so it would land near the pick-up aircraft carrier, and get this 

information radioed back to the astronauts before communication blackout happened (eight 

minutes after the retro-rockets were fired).” 
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 Jim Long  (Bio) 

During the Apollo missions Jim was in charge of maintaining the operation system for the 

large scale digital computer that was used to verify the onboard flight programs. Jim says, 

“Needless to say, we got busy during Apollo 13, as the onboard flight computers had to be 

updated several times with new programs.” 

 

After the Apollo program Jim worked with computerizing the Astronaut Medical Test 

Facilities and in the Arc Jet Facility which was testing different materials suggested for the 

Shuttle’s heat shield tiles. He later was involved with the Air Force to change one of the 

mainframe computers from secret to non-secret work. His last years with NASA were spent as 

the operating system guru for a Cray Super Computer that was used for design work for the 

International Space Station.  

 

During his forty years with NASA, Jim worked on the Mercury, Gemini, Apollo, Skylab, and 

Shuttle programs. He received numerous awards for his involvement with various programs. 

Jim retired from NASA in 2000.  

 

In 1965 he married Shirley Guice from Grapeland, Texas. They have one son, David, who 

works for Rice University. Jim is a forty-three-year member of the Greentown Masonic Lodge 

#314 and is a member of the First United Methodist Church in Pearland, Texas. Regarding 

other activities, Jim reports, “I keep out of trouble as an Assistant Scoutmaster of Boy Scout 

Troop 464 in Pearland and pursue two hobbies – one big and one small. The big hobby is 

collecting old John Deere 2-cylinder tractors (I have a 1953 Model 60, a 1050 Model G, and a 

1937 Model B). My small hobby consists of model trains. I am on the Board of Directors of 

the Lone Star Region of the NMRA (National 

Model Railroad Association). Along with these 

hobbies, I have about worn out my Pearland library 

card borrowing mystery and science fiction books.” 
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  Jim Long  (Tribute)  

 

A Trip over the Gnaw Bone & Western                  by Bob Barnett  

The recent passing of Jim Long reminded me that we not only lost a colorful long-time member but a 

notable layout as well.  Jim’s Gnaw Bone & Western was a true point to point railroad; not a layout but an 

actual miniature piece of railroad.  

Most members recall the excellent clinics Jim gave on scratchbuilding freight cars.  For Jim 

scratchbuilding meant building wooden cars from the 1900 era complete with truss rod underframes. I’m 

not sure the total number of cars he had on the railroad but the last time I counted he had 26 passenger 

cars. All of these were wood craftsman kits from LaBelle or Ambroid, and custom painted a dark forest 

green with dark red window trim.   If you have ever built one of these cars you know that each one 

represents hours and hours of work. So a fleet of 26 was a lifetime accomplishment. And that was just a 

fraction of the substantial freight car fleet, all wooden scratchbuilt or craftsman kits.  

When it came to scratchbuilding freight cars Jim didn’t just build a freight car. He gang built 6 or 8 cars at 

one time for efficiency in construction time.  Each might receive a different lettering scheme from his vast 

collection of Clover House custom decals and dry transfers.  All cars were equipped with Central Valley 

sprung trucks and KD scale couplers. Jim’s scale couples were the KD HO narrow gauge couplers that 

required some degree of assembly.  His adoption of these smaller, closer to scale couplers predated the 

current KD “scale” couplers now on the market.  

Which gets me back to the original point of the story.  For a long time in the 1980 ‘s and 1990’s I would 

drop by Jim’s open house each year or every other year to see what scratchbuilding projects he had been 

up to.  Once, after a long visit (there were no short visits with Jim) as I was leaving I asked how long it 

took to complete a run across the GB&W. He replied that a train was just leaving one of the terminals 

now, so why don’t you time it. Well traveling at a scale speed  of 15 to 20 MPH (for the turn of the 

century drag freight era that Jim modeled), and with no stops for meets or switching, it took 25 minutes 

for the train to travel over the main line to the opposite terminal.  WOW, now that is a point to point 

railroad!  And the design was done in the late 1970’s with construction done on the early 1980’s a time 

before many of the mega layouts we now see in the Great Model Railroads publications.  

Jim built enough scratchbuilt freight and passenger cars to receive the master builder’ cars certificate 10 

times over. Ditto on his hand laid track and switches. As far as I know the GB&W was never placed in 

active operations mode.  Considering that Jim wrote the computer program that Don Bozman has been 

using for 30 years of operating sessions, and he was a skilled operator, that is a shame.  The layout is a 

true craftsman jewel, and considering its size and linear design would have been great operating railroad.  

We are not likely to encounter another avid craftsman kit and scratchbuilder with Jim’s drive for mass 

construction. I have heard that one of the true measures of a person’s impact in life is whether people are 

better off to have known them.  I can truthfully say we are all better off to have known Jim Long.  
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  Jim Long  (Tribute)  
From the Plow to Space to Trains and the Love of John Deere 

As I sat at the computer going thru tons of emails, I saw an email on the computer — an update on Jim Long. Days before, 

there were emails going out that he was in the hospital and was doing okay and how to help him out with his stay in the 

hospital: to stop by and say hello, send cards and notes (emails) to his wife Shirley and she would take them to Jim to help 

him thru his stay in the hospital.  

But today’s e-mail (June 30, 2017) was different. It was not an update, but of Jim Long’s passing. I just sat there looking at 

the computer thinking another friend is gone. Enough with the sad part, I would like to talk about my time with Jim long 

(Curly). 

I ran into Jim at a Division 8 Meeting when I was a young Club Foremen. There was Jim with his John Deere suspenders and 

his tin coffee cap. I did not know at the time that chance meeting would be the start of a friendship that would go on for many 

years. I ran into him again at a monthly San Jac meeting where he would talk about what was going on with the LSR and the 

meeting they were having. Later on, I started going to the LSR conventions where I would see him setting up these box cars 

and a photo of an old building or a shed. And about two hours later I’d know what that building was, all about the box cars, 

and the owners of the railroad layout of which they belong to.   

At this LSR convention, Jim was doing a clinic on How to Build a Wooden Freight Car. So I went to it. Boy was it 

entertaining.  Jim was going thru his clinic and he got to the part where you hold it together and glue it with Elmer’s Wood 

Glue. He had it on all of his fingers. The next thing you know he licked his fingers and said “he likes the taste of the white 

glue over the taste of the wood glue, but the white would not hold as good.”  At this point, I learned to slow down and have 

fun with the hobby.  

At one of the San Jac meetings, Jim was looking for someone to take his spot on the LSR Board, and there were no takers at 

the time. So a month or two later, I was complaining about something the LSR or the NMRA was doing and was talking to 

Jim about it. In a way only Jim can do with his pipe smoking talking about the Nickel Plate Railroad and John Deere tractors 

and somewhere in these two hours of talk, he’d say “Why don’t you take the job“.  The old fox had his next replacement.  

My time on the LSR Board of Directors was fun and hard at the same time. If I had a problem, I would call him up and his 

wife Shirley would call out, “Jim you got a call“. The old fox would guide me thru the problem at hand. Or we would be 

talking outside at a San Jac meeting with his pipe smoking and another story about the Nickel Plate Railroad and John Deere 

tractors, and he would guide me thru the problem I was having at the time.  

If you knew Jim Long and you talked to him any length of time, he would turn the conversation over to the Nickel Plate 

Railroad or the Clover Leaf Railroad or his younger days on the farm with John Deere tractors and plows. During one of these 

times was when I found out about his love of computers and his time at NASA.  Now to say Jim loved computers is an 

understatement. He would tell you to send him a copy of something or a letter, but do not send him an email because he 

doesn’t own a computer. You would need to send it to Shirley, and she would print it and give it to him. Being the LSR 

Historian, I guess that’s how the old fox got his copies for his flies.  

Jim had one more love that he would talk about and it was not trains, tractors, computers, nor NASA, but his love of the Boy 

Scouts. His eyes would light up when he talked about their outings, camping trips and cookouts. He would say that they are 

the future leaders and future members to train clubs, and we need to help them along.  

There are so many stories that will be coming out about Jim Long. But these are some of the ones I can think of. So if you are 

at a train meeting or convention and someone walks up to you with John Deere suspenders and a tin coffee cup on his side, 

stop and take the time to listen to the stories about plows, space, trains and John Deere tractors. See how an old fox can teach 

you about life. 

I hope one day you are not sitting in front of a computer going thru tons of emails and seeing an update about a friend to find 

out they are gone and you still had one more thing to say to them. 

Thanks for talking about the Nickel Plate Railroad, Clover Leaf, John Deere tractors, Scouts and his love of computers. 

Thanks for reading, 

Ray Byer 
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     From the President   By Bob Barnett 

I missed the deadline for the last Derail.  With all the excellent articles that Bob and 

Terri are receiving each month, I am sure no one really noticed.  

But we have several Thank You’s to hand out: Thank you to Robert Ashcraft and 

Randall Wilson for producing a really quality Lone Star Region Convention in June. 

All attendees enjoyed the activities and the group that Robert assembled provided plenty 

of railroading fun from Ops Sessions, Layout Tours, the Contest, Clinics, Prototype 

Industry Tours, and the Non Rail Tours.  Division 8 Treasurer Tom Marsh is currently 

finishing up on the P&L statement for the 2017 LSR so we will soon know the final 

outcome.  

Thanks goes to VP Dave Currey for continuing to arrange for excellent clinics at each 

San Jac meeting and a special thanks to Steve Sandifer for the outstanding program on 

his second cousin William Sandifer’s photos and railfan adventures while photographing 

the Texas & Pacific in the late 1940’s. Steve first presented this program at the 2015 

Missouri Pacific Historical Society Meet here in Houston. I have seen it 3 times and 

would gleefully watch it 20 more.  The clear and detailed B&W photos of T&P steam 

taken 70 years ago is stunning. The fact that these were never before published and 

Steve resurrected them from family archives makes it the railfan equivalent of a 

National Treasure movie!! Thank you again Steve.  

So with the 2017 Greater Houston Train Show behind us and the 2017 LSR Convention 

behind us it is time to relax and enjoy some old fashion hobby time. Craig Brantley will 

be assembling the fall layout tour in a few weeks so polish up the railroad and email 

Craig with your preferred date.  DO NOT procrastinate like I did last year and let the 

date go by. Each of our railroads is unique and tells a different story. While most folks 

thrill at seeing the scenic wonders of the SC&W, Eddie Carrol’s Colorado masterpieces, 

not to mention Chuck Lind, Barry Bogs, and Craig Brantley’s outstanding narrow gauge 

railroads, I still get a small but loyal MoPac/T&P group that come by just to talk 

MoPac. While fewer in number some of my guests stay a couple of hours, just visiting.  

Your railroad has a following too, whether it is the scenery, the prototype, or excellent 

construction techniques. So dust it off and get it out there for the modeling public to 

enjoy and admire. See you next month!! 

Bob Barnett  
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     WEB World #4 (LSR Convention )  By Kelly Russell
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   Notes From the Observation Car  By Don Formanek 

I had skipped the last day of The LSR Convention to fly to El Paso to join a group of 23 other cavers to go on a 

preconvention field trip. The National Speleological Society convention was in Rio Rancho New Mexico. We joined the 

group in El Paso on Saturday evening and Sunday morning left for Mexico by going north and then west on the 

Intermountain Highway to New Mexico going right by Union Pacific’s new large freight yard, by going that route we 

avoided all of the traffic and border crossing congestion in El Paso and Ciudad Juarez. Our destination was Copper 

Canyon (Barrancas del Cobre). Copper Canyon is sometimes referred to as the Grand Canyon of Mexico but is really a 

group of six distinct river canyons in the Sierra Madre Occidental mountain range in the state of Chihuahua, all of these 

rivers join into the Rio Fuerte. Since this group was made up of cavers we did a lot of outdoor activities before and after 

the two days on the train, like zip lining, a trip to the bottom of the canyon where it was 124 degrees. We hiked to one 

cave “Cueva de las Cruces”. 

The Ferrocarril Chihuahua al Pacifico has been on my train trip bucket list for a long time. Riding it for two days was 

really a great trip. It is also known as ChePe, it travels along the Urique Canyon, the main canyon of the six. The train 

runs from Chihuahua to Los Mochis on the Gulf of Mexico. The route was started in 1928 as the Kansas City, Mexico 

and Orient Railway, but not completed until 1961. It is 418 miles long, 37 bridges, and 86 tunnels. At one point the 

tracks pass over themselves to gain elevation, there is also a bridge that does a 180 degree turn and one spot in the 

route where you can see the tracks at three different elevations. We started out in Bahuichivo going towards the Gulf of 

California and spent the night in El Fuerte not going all the way to Los Mochis. I did not feel disappointed because at 

that point the route had left the mountain canyons and gone into relatively flat coastal plains. The next morning, we 

boarded the train headed back in the other direction towards Chihuahua. On the way, we went through Temoris, 

Bahuichivo, Posada Barrancas, Divisadero and got off the train in Creel.  At this point I was almost in scenery 

overload mode. Divisidero is the continental divide. After spending a day and night in Creel we headed back to the US. 

My wife and I said goodbye to the group in El Paso Saturday night and spent Sunday, Father’s Day, in El Paso. My 

wife made this trip a great Father’s Day gift for me. We then took Amtrak back to Houston.   

Just last month, I got to attend a couple of presentations at 

the LSR Convention,  this month my Web article is based 

on a few links that I acquired then.    First, Duane 

Richardson from Dallas presented his clinic on scratch 

building structures and detailing and provide us his 

website address(www.tmlmodels.com).    He has several 

products that can be used to detail structures, and will 

create new laser cut kits and details on request.    I asked 

him if he had tin ceiling sheets.   He replied soon as 

requested.  You can also find links/information on his 

Pergatory and Devil River website 

(purgatoryanddevilriver.com)   Other research points, tips 

and links that he has on his site are to Pat Harriman’s 

structure plans books; Dura Lar – a replacement for clear 

window material; Aleenes Tacky Glue – the best clear 

drying adhesive around(www.aleenestackyglue.com);  and 

the handy 90 degree clamp advertised by Coffman 

Graphics solutions(www.coffmaneng.com).    

The other highlight of the convention was the presentation 

by Joe McMillan owner of McMillan Publications

(www.mcmillanpublications.com).  Joe has taken many 

photographs many are on the company facebook page 

(https://www.facebook.com/McMillanPublications/).    

But when I went looking for more info on Joe, I ran across 

the Center for Railroad Photography and Art (http://

www.railphoto-art.org).    Find the heading “Collections” 

and go crazy looking at the thousands of photographs.  

That’s it for this month,   Wonder where in the World 

Wide Web we will go next time.  

http://www.aleenestackyglue.com
http://www.coffmaneng.com
http://www.mcmillanpublications.com
http://www.railphoto-art.org
http://www.railphoto-art.org
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 The Great Great Northern Railway    By Don Bozman with Brian Jansky 

Behind the Bench Work 

 

 

How long have you been into Model Railroading?  

I played with Lionel as a kid, but started serious modeling in 1978. 

How did you get into the hobby? 

I was involved with coaching Pop Werner Football and as a director of the largest little league 
baseball organization in the US while my son played. When he graduated into sports programs 
within the public-school system I had nothing to do, so my wife bought me an HO starter train 
set which was supposed to exist on a sheet of plywood on top of our pool table. Dissatisfaction 
soon followed leading to a full year of layout planning and then building what exists today. 

Did you have any previous layouts before this one? 

In the planning stages of my HO railroad, I built several NTRAK modules, which served as my 
apprenticeship into the various aspects of building a layout. One of these modules now sets 
above my dispatcher desk. 

What interests you in your prototype?  

We lived in the Pacific Northwest for 5 years and I fell in love with the countryside. After we 
moved back to Texas that is the area I wanted to model.  I had a choice of several railroads to 
model including the Milwaukie, CP, SP, NP, or SP&S, but the color scheme of the Great 
Northern’s Empire Builder Passenger Train was the deciding factor. 

Anybody or any layouts inspire you? 

The Sunset Valley Line by Bruce Chubb was my biggest inspiration. It featured a big yard at 
one end and only staging (no yard) at the other end. 

What is your favorite part of the hobby? 

Operations! 

Is there anything else you would like to share? 

Fourteen years ago, I was commissioned to design and build a train display for the Texas 
Children’s Hospital in the Medical Center. With the help of a few of my friends that 12’ X 29’ 
glass enclosed display was built in just eight months.  I along with the help of Tracy Mitchell 
have had the responsibility for maintaining it ever since.  It runs 17 hours a day, 7 days a week 
mostly without supervision. The children love it and it has even become a beneficial tool used in 
fund raising for the hospital. 

 

Seven Questions with Don Bozman 
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 The Great Great Northern Railway    By Don Bozman with Brian Jansky 

Don Bozman’s  

 

 

 

The Great Great Northern Railway  
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 The Great Great Northern Railway    By Don Bozman with Brian Jansky 
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 The Great Great Northern Railway    By Don Bozman with Brian Jansky 
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 The Great Great Northern Railway    By Don Bozman with Brian Jansky 
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 The Great Great Northern Railway    By Don Bozman with Brian Jansky 
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   Derail Archives December 2003        Submitted by Richard Louvet 

 

A Freight Car Mystery 

Solved  

by Tom Cobb 

 

A letter appeared in my snail-

mailbox in early June written by 

Ed Gearke, head of project 

development for the Fort Bend 

Museum Association in 

Richmond. 

Ed explained that the George 

Ranch, located on FM 762 in Fort Bend 

County, had an interesting project underway 

involving their remaining collection of 

railroad artifacts located within their 

historical park. He indicated that they had a 

stock (cattle car for the uninitiated) car along 

with several hundred feet of track including a 

track switch, all in dire need of repair and 

restoration. Bids were already in to restore 

the car and track along with the construction 

of a Southern Pacific #1 standard cattle 

loading pen. What they needed was the 

proper identification of the stock car in 

addition to how to paint and letter it. 

Having observed this stock car for years 

sitting forlornly rotting away in the pasture 

near FM 762, it was especially exciting and 

challenging to figure out the ancestry of this 

rare piece of rolling stock. How appropriate 

that out of all the railroad rolling stock once 

assembled on the ranch only   a lone stock 

car remained. At one time, there were plans 

to operate standard gauge live steam to haul 

visitors about. 

Ed included with his letter a set of photos 

which pro- vided the basis for determining 

the origin of the stock car. After examining a 

number of reference sources including 

Frank Ellington's "Stock Cars of the Santa 

Fe Railway" thinking that somehow the 

ranch might have ended up with a Santa Fe 

car, being in close proximity to the Santa Fe 

Rosenberg - Galveston mainline. Car was 

definitely not a Santa Fe prototype and after 

looking through Tony Thompson's "SP 

Freight Cars Vol. 1: Gondolas and Stock 

Cars" I was able to rule out a possible SP 

origin, also. A significant clue was 

discovered in Ed  Kaminski's  epic freight 

car history book and photo album 

“American Car & Foundry Company 1899-

1999." On page 178 is a builder's photo of a 

Missouri Pacific subsidiary New Orleans, 

Texas & Mexico (NOT&M) 40' wood side 

stock car built in 1940 at the St. Louis Plant 

of ACF. The car matched the George Ranch 

car in all major aspects except the car sitting 

at the ranch is equipped with a steel roof. 

Time has ravaged the wood framing but the metal structural members are intact. Note 
the flat steel reinforcement bands running at a 45-degree angle at each end panel of 
the car side. 
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   Derail Archives December 2003        Submitted by Richard Louvet 

After sharing this photo with annual 

Naperville Conference guru Tom Palmer, he 

indicated that Sunshine Models (essential 

modeling content) had actually produced an 

HO resin kit, kit #54.4, based on a late series 

of stock cars built for MOPAC subsidiary 

International Great Northern (I-GN).  

Sunshine Models “Prototype Data Sheet 

#54A" discussing MP, Frisco, CB&Q/FW&D 

stock cars, has a builder's photo of I-GN 

#53936 appearing on the front page. 

Fortunately, this photo nailed the George 

Ranch car as belonging to I-GN (MP) series 

53900-53999, built September 1944 by 

Missouri Pacific at their DeSoto, Missouri 

shops utilizing components provided by 

ACF and other suppliers. An important 

diagnostic trait was visible, being flat paired 

steel straps placed at 45 degree angles on 

the side panels nearest the car ends. 

A field inspection of the surviving car 

confirmed, when looking carefully, a built 

date of 9-44, 4/4 Dreadnaught steel ends, a 

steel Murphy panel roof, Apex Tri-Lok steel 

grid running boards (walkways), American 

Steel Foundry "ride con- trol"A-3 trucks (see 

page 74 of Model Railroader, Dec.2003) 

with 5-piece spring nests, light weight 

stencil reads 42,800lbs and a weight date of 

"PAL 10-62" appears, meaning the car was 

last reweighed at MOPAC's Palestine, Texas 

shops in Oct.1962. Awesome!!! An 

additional stencil announced that the 

lubricating pads in the journal boxes were 

of "Hennessey Lubricating Device” origin. 

Center sill was rolled at Bethlehem Steel. 

After crawling beneath the car only the 

letters "MP" appeared without the important 

accompanying car number, the paint had 

flaked off badly on the center sill. 

After the dust had settled on this little 

exercise in detective work, the Missouri 

Pacific Historical Society issued its Spring, 

2003 "Eagle" publication devoted entirely 

to MOPAC's livestock operations, stock 

yards/pens and stock cars. Included among 

the excellent builder's photos were three of 

the I-GN prototype at the ranch as it 

appeared as new. One interior photo clearly 

shows the 4" thick wood horizontal rub rail 

running the length of the car and located at 

the approximate shoulder height of mature 

cattle. In addition, the interior photo 

documents the existence of the "Bull Bars", 

a metal bar placed at the same height of the 

rub railing and behind the doors to prevent 

an unruly animal from breaking the door 

out. During my examination of the George 

Ranch car, I noticed one bull bar still 

attached by a chain to the door frame. 

The paint was confirmed to be a generic 

"boxcar red." The underframe was painted 

black as delivered. From my underbody visit, 

it appeared that the car underframe was 

repainted boxcar red. The running board and 

brake platform were galvanized steel. 

Thanks are in order to Gil Freitag for 

referring Ed Gearke in my direction and to 

Tom Palmer for his incredible "classic era" 

freight car expertise.   
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     The Hobby Bench    By Pete Leach 

Modeling with Forced Perspective 

When I changed scales from N to O a few years ago, one of my biggest surprises was the loss of real estate 

needed for scenery on a typical layout.  Yes, I know the structures and equipment would be MUCH larger 

but I found blending my layout seamlessly into the background became a real challenge. 

I’ve built most of my layouts in some sort of “around the walls” method.  Since I also like to build them 

high, I’ve kept the width between 15 and 24 inches, but typically around 18 inches.  An 18-inch wide N 

scale layout is a scale 240 feet in depth.  In that space, a lot of track, structures, and scenery can happen.  

That same 18 inches in O scale is only 72 scale feet!  That is barely enough room for track and a decent size 

structure. 

My current On30 layout based on the Wiscasset, Waterville & Farmington is 21 inches wide in most places.  

That is only 84 scale feet!  Blending the back edge of the layout with the backdrop was going to be more 

difficult than it was in N.  The answer: Forced Perspective. 

Now I had read and heard about Forced Perspective for years.  It wasn’t a great concern when I modeled in 

N scale.  There was plenty of real estate!  Now I would need to use it to help me make my O Scale layout 

appear larger. 

My first attempt at incorporating forced perspective is on Benton Road as it passed by the station in Albion 

and ended at the backdrop less than 12 inches away.  (See Fig 1) The final design has the road curving in an 

S pattern as it rises towards the backdrop.  I added an HO scale truck at a curve in the road as it ended at the 

backdrop.   

The Derail — August  2017 

1 - HO scale truck makes the O Scales scene look bigger 
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     The Hobby Bench (cont.)   By Pete Leach 

The truck is less than 12 inches from the tracks as they cross the road.  Using the HO truck makes it look 

much farther away.  I also painted it a lighter color so it would draw your eye up the road.  I included a scaled 

down telephone pole partway up the road.  A key element to making this method work is to limit the viewing 

angles. The liberal use of trees allows the viewer to only see the truck by looking up the road.  They also 

prevent the viewer from seeing the road end against the back drop. 

The next opportunity was at the tidal basin behind the station in Wiscasset.  In the photo below, the full-size 

O scale station is peeking out on the left with tracks on a trestle crossing a tidal basin.  To give the scene 

more depth, I’ve added a partial N scale house (yellow) against the backdrop.  The scene continues with an 

HO house (blue) on the right.  I’ve also started adding details, such as an N scale shack and pier to reinforce 

the effect.  The views are blocked by the trees on the right and the station on the left. 

Another way to add depth to the scene is to incorporate some forced perspective into the backdrop.  Some of 

you have seen my backdrop painting clinic where I blend small cut outs of photos of real structures onto my 

painted back ground.  The white house on the backdrop is an example of that method. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The finished scene will represent a tidal basin at low tide.  The area under and behind the trestle will have 

muddy pools of water.  The area in front will be the deeper Sheepscot River on its way to the ocean.   All that 

is left is to add more details and water.  But that is another story!   

My final method includes a scratch built station that is skewed to give the impression of depth.  It was 

inspired by a comment made by long time Maine modeler and author Bob Hayden.  During a visit to my 

layout at the National Narrow Gauge Convention in 2015, Bob stood looking at the crossing of the narrow-

gauge WW&F and the “wide” gauge Maine Central.  I told him I was trying to deal with how to disguise the 

MEC tracks ending at the back drop.  Bob said: “You have room here for the Maine Central station.”  Hmm, 

hadn’t thought of that.  That could help me blend the scene into the backdrop. 
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2 – It is only 13 inches from the tracks to the back drop in the view in the in-process scene. 
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     The Hobby Bench (cont.)   By Pete Leach 

Using published photos of the scene, I made a mockup of the station in O Scale and placed it against the 

backdrop.  Way too big!  I used trial and error to reduce the size until I was at HO Scale.  The station is a 

shallow flat with the walls and roof getting smaller from right to left as it blends into the backdrop.  The hip-

roofed depot in front of the station is a compressed scratch built model using HO commercial door and 

windows.  The boardwalk, railing, and track transition from O to HO as it heads towards the back.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The crossing scene is a work in progress.  The finished scene needs ground cover and many details.  It’s only 

13 inches from the crossing to the front of the MEC depot.  The foreground station and the trees block 

prevent viewing the MEC depot/station from the sides. 
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3 - Bird's eye view showing the narrowing of the boardwalk, track, and the station flat 
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President Bob Barnett called the meeting to order at 

7:00pm.  

Bob mentioned a few words about Jim Long. His 

sudden death came as a surprise. 

 

Clinic 

David Currey introduced Steve Sandifer for a clinic 

on Texas and Pacific steam. The clinic was a series of 

wartime photograph of locomotives in northern 

Louisiana and east Texas supplemented by Steve’s 

research on T&P locomotives. The pictures were 

especially meaningful to Steve because they were 

taken by his cousin Billy as a teenager. 

 

Refreshments 

Virginia Freitag and Greg Stulz handled punch and 

cookies for the meeting. 

 

Treasurer’s Report 

The June 30 bank balance was $12,131.09. 

Expenses for the month were a $3000 deposit for 

next year’s train show and $162 for hard hats and 

glasses for the LSR convention. 

The June minutes were approved as published. 

 

Lone Star Region 

Chuck Lind reported we are still waiting for the final 

accounting of the LSR convention.  

 

Fall Layout Tour 

Craig Brantley has started working on the tour. 

Contact him at sanjactour@sbcglobal if you are 

interested in opening your layout. 

 

 

Derail  

Bob Sabol would like to honor MMR Jim Long in the 

upcoming issue. Any articles would be appreciated. 

Don’t forget the July 15 deadline. 

 

Division 8 

Check the Division 8 website at:  

www.texasgulfdivision.org  for information on 

clinics. The next clinic (August 12) will be part II of 

“Make and Take”. There are still a few laser-cut kits 

left. Contact Ray Byer for info. 

 

New Business 

Bob Barnett said that Richard Burton is organizing a 

trip to the Texas State Railroad for a steam ride on 

the weekend of September 8-10. Cost would be $40. 

The club could arrange for a bus and subsidize tickets 

for members. 

 

A second option was a dedicated ride on October 14 

for $10,000. Obviously, several groups would need to 

participate. 

 

It was moved to investigate the trip. 

 

Bob commented on the cookies for the meeting and 

suggested that Greg (or maybe Margaret) be 

permanent cookie chairmen. 

 

The meeting was adjourned at 8:33. 

 

Respectively submitted, 

Dick Louvet 

Secretary/Treasurer 

     The Hobby Bench (cont.)   By Pete Leach 

Learning to use Forced Perspective has been a rewarding experience.  Although there was a lot of trial-and-

error, I think it has resolved many of my original concerns on how to blend the layout into the backdrop.  I 

have more opportunities to use this method as I progress on my layout.  So, what’s on your Hobby Bench? 
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      July Minutes            By Richard Louvet

http://www.texasgulfdivision.org
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Officers 

Derail Staff 

San Jac RR Club Meetings take place the 

first Tuesday of each month at 7pm 
 

Bayland Community Center    

6400 Bissonnet St. Houston, TX 
 

Click here for directions 

Visitors are always welcome! 

Conductor: Bob Sabol 

bsabol@stillmeadow.com 

Engineer: Terri Brogoitti 

tbrogoitti@stillmeadow.com 

Brakemen:  

David N. Currey 

texasandlouisiana@msn.com  

Don Formanek  

locogeared@gmail.com  

Brian Jansky 

brianj844@gmail.com 

Pete Leach 

pleachtx55@gmail.com  

Richard Louvet 

rlouvet@att.net 

Al Partlow                            

alswitch@aol.com  

Kelly Russell 

krussl@yahoo.com  

Next Meeting 

TUESDAY, AUGUST 1 

 

“The Railway Post Office”  

by  

David N. Currey 

 

  

Refreshments:  

Virginia Freitag  (drinks) 

Denny McGonigle (cookies) 

 

 Video Corner 

 

Building Steam Locomotives –  

1930’s Trains & Railways Educational Film (British) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hRsYIiUxZeQ   
 

www.sanjacmodeltrains.org  
Webmaster: Brian Jansky  
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President: Robert (Bob) Barnett  

rbarnett@ljaengineering.com  

Vice-President: David N. Currey 

texasandlouisiana@msn.com 

Secretary/Treasurer: Richard (Dick) Louvet  

rlouvet@att.net 

Director at Large:  Chuck Lind MMR 

chucklind46@gmail.com 

Past President: Rex Ritz 

icrex@yahoo.com  

http://maps.google.com/maps?q=Bayland+Community+Center+6400+Bissonnet+St.+Houston,Tx&oe=utf-8&rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official&client=firefox-a&um=1&ie=UTF-8&sa=N&hl=en&tab=wl
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hRsYIiUxZeQ
http://www.sanjacmodeltrains.org/
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